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2017 has been a very busy and eventful year for us and the Regiment. As you can read in the Museum report 

progress is being made identifying and restoring items damaged in the fire but much else has been going on besides. 

The Major event was the Presentation of new Colours to 1, 2 and 3 PWRR on the 25th Anniversary of the formation 

of The Regiment. Also on parade was a Guard from the only just formed 4Th Bn PWRR. The parade was excellent 

and the drill faultless especially given that they had had only a morning to practice. It was fantastic to see so many 

old faces at the reunion after the Parade; I am told that nearly 6,000 attended. The only sadness was that the Colonel 

in Chief HM Queen Margarette was unable to come, due to illness at the very last minute.  

 

One hears stories that greater use of Reserves will be problematical due to recruiting difficulties; but the PWRR 

have lead the way being able to recruit a whole new Battalion. Indeed, in two years’ time when 2 PWRR reduces in 

strength for in its new role and if 3 and 4 PWRR are recruited up to establishment there will be more serving 

Reserves in the Regiment than Regulars.   

 

Tribute must be paid to the great work of the Museum Volunteers and Steve Johnson sorting out the items as they 

are returned. It has been a massive task which has been carried out with determination and dedication. They deserve 

our appreciation and support. 

 

This year has also seen change at RHQ PWRR, Jim Reynolds has retired. We owe him a depth of gratitude for his 

help over the past years. His departure has put a great deal more pressure on Henry Thomas who is looking after 

area matters, the two Museums and finance! At the end of the year Colonel Wayne Harber Regimental Secretary 

will also be retiring. He has had a very busy and challenging job. He has been a great supporter of the Museum and 

FOSIM. The cuts being imposed by the MOD don’t make for an easy life.  

 

It has been noticeable that attendance at the various reunions, with one exception has been dropping. The exception 

being The East Surrey Reunion who attracted more by placing a Advert in The British Legion Journal. As we get 

older none of us likes change but I do wonder if we should start thinking about merging some of our reunions? We 

have: 5 Queen’s OMA Dinner (such an excellent event), The East Surrey Reunion (attendance up), The Queen’s 

Royal Surrey Reunion at UJ Club (attendance down and very expensive), Queen’s Regiment and PWRR reunions 

besides FOSIM lunches. 

 

At the beginning of November Captain Adrian Birtles stood down as Chairman of  The Queen’s Royal Surrey 

Combined Charities. Adrian has given fantastic service to the Regiment having a great knowledge and loyalty to the 

Regiment. I am delighted that Colonel Patrick Crowley has agreed to take over as Chairman. The Queen’s Royal 

Surrey Combined Charities continues to make donations to Battalions, Regimental Reunions, Surrey Cadets and 

others connected to the Regiment in excess of £25,000 annually. Perhaps it is also worth reminding all, that The 

Queen’s Surreys will make a grant on receipt of a SSAFA report of £1,250 to those of our veterans’ needing 

support. If you have any Regimental friend needing help – do contact your local SSAFA representative. 

 

 I must thank Dee Hutchison for all her hard work arranging: our FOSIM talks which have proved so popular, our 

Union Jack Club Reunion, producing this Newsletter and for administering out World War One Battlefield Tours. I 

must also add she does much, much more. We are all indebted to her commitment.  

 

Gill and I wish you a very happy Christmas and great 2018. 
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David Pollard - MUSEUM MANAGEMENT and TRUSTEES 

 

The Queens Royal Surrey Reunion at the Union Jack Club 

2017 QRS Reunion  

Date for diary this year is 18.30pm on 10th November 2017 at The Union Jack Club. 

Application forms available from Surrey Infantry Museum. Tickets will be sent out from late 
Sep. All QRS matters are to be sent to Dee Hutchison at the email address below. Tickets have 

been sent out. Any non-receipt please email below. 

fosim@btconnect.com 

  NEWSLETTER – TRUSTEE REPORT  

 November SIM Newsletter – PWRR Museum Trustee 
The timing of the Newsletter is never ideal, as it usually comes (so far in my tenure anyway) just before 
a meeting of the PWRR Museum Trustees; this one is no exception with the next meeting of Trustees on 
Tuesday 7 November!  
In the last Newsletter I wrote that I hoped representatives of our insurers (Ecclesiastical Insurance) 
would attend, along with their Loss Adjuster and representatives from BLM (the lawyers for 
Ecclesiastical) at the meeting to be held in April. Unfortunately that did not happen, but next week all 
three should have representatives at our meeting. This is important for SIM, as it should tell us if 
Ecclesiastical believe the National Trust (NT) were culpable in any way for the fire, and if they are thus 
minded to try to obtain redress from the NT. That in turn will tell SIM what chances we might have to 
get recompense for our uninsured losses, which are substantial. These losses cover mainly fixtures and 
fittings, but NOT the Museum’s artefacts which were individually valued for insurance; fortunately the 
cost of restoring those that were recovered is, in all but a very few cases, less than the insured value 
and hence they are being restored. BLM have retained a Fire Consultancy to advise them on the 
National Trust’s fire prevention measures at Clandon Park, and on why the fire, which started in the 
electrical distribution board cupboard outside the Museum, was able to move from the basement up 
four floors to the attic in around five minutes.  
At the recent FOSIM lunch, we entertained Jim Reynolds, the RHQ resource manager and the keeper of 
the Museum accounts, who was shortly to retire and presented him with some gifts. Jim did a 
tremendous amount for the Museum, and it is he who requested the individual valuation of artefacts 
for our insurance – thank goodness he did so! Jim will be a very hard act to follow, and I know that with 
the pressures on the defence budget and recruitment limitations, finding a replacement even half as 
capable as Jim will be a very considerable challenge for RHQ. 
The museum at Dover has been progressing work on Op Revitalise, and is about to engage a consultant 
to undertake preliminary design work, subject to the Trustees agreeing to the necessary expenditure 
next week. 
In the past few months we have not been in touch with Guildford Council. However, they and we are 
still aiming to have a permanent presence in an office in the Guildford Museum from early 2018, and 
SIM will have a major exhibition at the Museum during November and December 2017 and a 
permanent display cabinet available from early 2018, as Stephen Johnson explains elsewhere. 
Finally, I should once again thank, on behalf of the Trustees, our dedicated and hard working volunteers 
for the excellent work they have done, and continue doing, in dealing with the restoration of our medals 
and artefacts. In the reading room at SHC you can see the new medal cabinet which contains an 
excellent display of restored medals; it is well worth a visit if you are in the Woking area. 
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EVENTS for your diary 

 

WW1 Battlefield Tour   14 – 17th May 2018  
 
We have good news in that the Battlefield Tour for 2018 is full with 49 people taking 

part. This is excellent news and has reduced the cost significantly for those who have 
decided to come along. The second payment will be taken on/around 24th November. 

Those who served with the Regiment and its forebears have also been given grants 

which are very welcome and thankfully received from the Trustees of the Queens 

Royal Surrey’s. 

 

Calling all WW2 Italian Campaign Veterans 
 
Do you know of anyone who would either like to attend a 75th anniversary lunch or 
be willing to have recorded their experience on the Italian campaign from Sep 1943? 

On 27th September 2018 we are holding a Salerno Lunch and would like to invite 

WW2 Veterans to come along. No we are not worried about what Regiment – Just to 

be able to have their chance to tell their story. Contact Dee at fosim@btconnect.com 
if you know of anyone who could join in on this day. 

 

Plaque Dedication at Holy Trinity Church – Guildford 

 
On 15th October 2017 a plaque was placed in Holy Trinity Church in memory of Col 

Toby Sewell. Family and friends gathered for a short service. Col John Davison read 
out some of his memories and anecdotes. If you have not been to the Chapel it is 

well worth a visit next time you are in Guildford 

 
FOSIM is now on Facebook 

 
Yes we have moved into the technological arena. We are now on Facebook so go look 

for Friends of Surrey Infantry Museum. Content on this page is for military related 

stories only. Pictures of early service days within the Regiments would be wonderful 
so please go and start to add your views comments and photos for us all to see. 
 

TIGER 25 
 

We pass our congratulations to PWRR who were presented with their new Colours on 

23rd September 2017 at Kent County Cricket Ground. Those who managed to attend 
the day were well entertained by the Presentation, the Regimental Band, and other 

entertainment that was available on the day. As there are many photos and videos 

available on both the Queens and PWRR website as well as the Journals we have not 

produced our own version of the day.
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Museum Report – September 2017 
Steady Progress 
 
Looking back on the last couple of years, if the 
latter part of 2015 was a period of shock and 
crisis management following the Clandon fire, 
then 2016 could be summarised as a year of 
endurance. The Museum had to exercise 
patience during the lengthy and painstaking 
process, described in the previous report, of the 
recovery of material from the debris, followed by 
the review of over 3000 photographs of 
decontaminated objects.  
 

 
 
However, by mid-Summer 2017 
the Museum had taken 
possession of approximately two-
thirds of the 300 boxes containing 
these objects: the remaining 100 
boxes still being held at our 
restoration company contain 

larger items such as swords and firearms, One of the unforeseen consequences 
of the catastrophe was the effect on items made of ferrous metal of lying in 
water-logged, acidic ash for up to twelve months: items comprised of silver, brass 
or bronze may have suffered physical, crushing damage but not corrosion. Iron 
or steel objects have suffered badly, as illustrated by these ‘before and after’ 
images of a Fairbairn-Sykes commando knife 
 
Nonetheless, 2017 has been much more 
positive so far as the Volunteers have 
worked their way enthusiastically through 
the boxes of items returned to the Museum 
Much of the material although easily 
recognisable but needed to be assessed 
for both historical importance and whether  
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repair would be practical. 
There are some pieces, such 
as the Lovelace Tankard, that 
are unique and, as such, must 
be restored if at all possible. 
Stop Press: in late-September 
restoration of the Lovelace 
Tankard was completed. 
Judging by the photos the 
restorers has achieved a 

fantastic result!) Other items, either too badly damaged or beyond economical 
repair, will be kept as artefacts of the fire. 

Then there is the junk: although the archaeological team 
was supplied with a comprehensive ‘photo gallery’ to 
enable them to spot items of interest, if there was any 
doubt that an object might be significant, it was retrieved 
and decontaminated. Given that three storey’s of 
internal structures crashed down into the basement, 
there was a lot of ‘non-Museum’ material lying in the 
debris which still had to be examined before disposal. 
 
 
Rebuilding the Collection 
A number of artefacts have now been selected and 
returned for professional restoration: we are 
presently waiting for individual assessments and 
quotations for each piece. At the moment we do 
not have an appreciation of what is, or is not, 
possible or any clue as to the costs involved but 
we hope to obtain this information soon. However, 
many of the items can be restored without 
professional intervention and the Volunteers have 
done a superb job this year undertaking all manner 
of work from physical cleaning and basic repairs 
through to the necessary administrative tasks of 
labelling, cataloguing and maintaining MODES.  

Some of the impressive results are shown here. 
Unfortunately, some items are beyond the talents of 
even our Volunteers as this image of three memorial 
plaques (‘death pennies’), all recovered from the 
wreckage, shows. 
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Without doubt the most encouraging aspects of the 
recovery process have been the resilience of the 
medals. Museum records suggest that there were 
approximately 2300 medals in the collection on the 
night of the fire. About 1800 of these medals, are 
in varying conditions from badly damaged to 
virtually intact, have been accounted for. Although 
this leaves a considerable number still either 
missing or destroyed, including some important 
groups, the Museum’s collection is once more 
impressive. The replacement cabinet is currently 
located in the Surrey History Centre research 
room: with it’s a touch-screen computer providing 
detailed information about the medals and their 
recipients, it has attracted considerable public 

interest. 
 
The Future and Other News 
The Museum administration remains in the Surrey History Centre in Woking. 
Discussions continue with Guildford Borough Council towards SIM obtaining 
permanent exhibition space in a newly-refurbished Guildford Museum some time 
over the next 18 months. Following the very well-received temporary exhibition 
last winter, work is underway on the much 
larger display scheduled to run from November 
6th 2017 to January 6th 2018 in the Main Gallery 
at Guildford Museum (shown right). 
Provisionally entitled ‘The Surrey Infantry 
Regiments – A History Forged in Battle and 
Fire’, there will be five sections including: 
history of the Surrey Regiments from 1661 to 
1966, the Museum and its contents before its 
destruction, the fire of 2015, the future of the 
Museum and, some seasonal material 
illustrating Christmases during the Great War. 
 

 SIM continues to attend public events, such as 
Armed Forces Day, with its pop-up display and 
living-history reenactors, work with local schools 
and deliver lectures to interested groups. 
Museum representatives were proud to be 
invited to the memorial ceremony for 3 VC 
winners, including Edward ‘Tiny’ Foster of the 
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East Surreys held at Wandsworth Town Hall earlier this year. 
 
 
 
 
As previously mentioned, a steady stream of 
donated ‘new’ material continues to enhance the 
collection. The Museum was thrilled to be presented 
with the General Service Medal (Palestine Bar) 
needed to complete the group awarded to Pte A D 
K Boxall, by his son Chris, and two grandsons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Most recently the Museum has received a fine collection 
of regimental memorabilia from Mrs Anne Burton, 
widow of the late Major ‘Inky’ Burton CBE including a 
magnificent tenor drum. 
 
Finally, in 2016 the Museum received medal groups and 
other items relating to three generations of the Sellicks 
family covering their service from the Boer War to the 
BAOR. On final settlement of the estate this year we 
were delighted to discover that the Museum had also 
been the beneficiary of a substantial bequest providing 
much-needed funds for our future. 

 
 
 

Donations continue to be received: in addition to 
a few interesting medal groups and other 
militaria, the Museum accepted beautifully 
crafted silk embroidery: whilst these pieces are 
not unique, this particular example is of such 
good craftsmanship as to be of interest to the 
Royal School of Needlework. However woefully 
funding to preserve this piece has not been 
agreed so it’s back into its tube out of the light 
until something can be agreed going forward. 
 
 

 

 

Vel Exuviae Triumphans 
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Out and About 

 

The Italian Campaign 

 
Intrepid explorers continue to lay wreaths and this year it was Dee Hutchison 
who laid wreaths on the Regiment’s behalf. Firstly at Anzio War Cemetery in 
memory of the 2/7th Queens, and then at Minturno. Tried to get to the caves 
where the 2/7th were heavily pinned down and lost a lot of men, but there is no 
longer access allowed as one it is too dangerous and second they are building 
on the area!  

 

 
Caves at Anzio                      Wreath at Minturno 

 
Found this picture tucked away in a little museum in Italy of Pte 

John Veal 2/7th QRR. He was reported missing on 29/03/44 and 

then was reported as a German POW on 5th May1944. He was 

returned to the UK on 01 Aug 1945.  
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 Surrey Infantry Museum 
 
 
 
Lunch Club at Surrey History Centre 

 “meet old and new friends, come to lunch” 

Luncheon Club 

Lecture Lunches are continuing and we have four events confirmed 
for this year and next. We must thank the speakers who give their 
time freely and for those who turn up to support the events.  

November 21st this year is for Brig(Retd) Tony Ling speaking on the 
Special Forces. There are a few places available. 

Our lectures next start of with one of the two 75th Anniversary we 
have this year. Stephen Johnson will kick off with the story of 
Medenine to Marth - 1943 and in September will be the Start of the 
Italian Campaign. We are trying to find some Vets for this day either 
to come along or be willing to be recorded of their story. 

New to our lecture scene next year in Jun is Andrew Maclehose who 
will be talking about his grandfather Lt Col Bushell VC. We are also 
hoping to have a special guest star as well. Dates for calendar are:- 

28th March 2018     Stephen Johnson 
   Medenine to Mareth - 75th Anniversary  
   Surrey History Centre      
 
28th June 2018 Andrew Maclehose – Lt Col Bushell VC - WW1 
   Surrey History Centre 
 
27th Sep 2018 Lead Dee Hutchison/Ian Chatfield  
   Salerno - 75th Anniversary of the Landings  
   Surrey History Centre 
 
29th Nov 2018       To be announced 
   Surrey History Centre  
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Luncheon Club   -  Proforma 
 

28th March 2018     Stephen Johnson     £12.50……. 
   Medenine to Mareth - 75th Anniversary  
   Surrey History Centre      
 
28th June 2018 Andrew Maclehose – Lt Col Bushell VC - WW1 £12.50….. 
   Surrey History Centre 
 
27th Sep 2017 Lead Dee Hutchison/Ian Chatfield  
   Salerno - 75th Anniversary of the Landings  
    Surrey History Centre     £12.50….. 
 
29th Nov 2017       To be announced 
   Surrey History Centre      £12.50….. 

 

 
 Name   ------------------------------------- 
 
 Email/Address/ Phone if not FOSIM Member 
 
     ------------------------------------ 
   In case of short notice cancellation  
  
 Cheque amounts enclosed for  ----- Tickets   Cost   £-------------------- 
 
Please note you can send separate cheques for each buffet lunch. They will 
not be cashed until the lunch date is due so can pre date. 
 
Arrive for Pre- lunch Museum update for 12.30pm for lunch at 13.00PM   
 
Guests are welcome to attend and do not have to members of FOSIM.  
 
Dietary requirements (if any)………………………………………………………………………………… 

Please return to:-  

Dee Hutchison – Secretary 

 

Surrey Infantry Museum, Surrey History Centre, 130 Goldsworth Road, Woking, 

Surrey, GU21 6ND 

 

Phone and fax: 01483 770761 

email: fosim@btconnect.com 
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